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Our range of thick SET Greek style yogurts have
‘Real Set Appeal’ 

Made with fresh British milk, cream, bio-live cultures and only natural ingredients they are 
ideal for spooning onto dessert, snacking, at breakfast, stirred into curries or mixed with 
fresh fruit. They are also a healthy alternative to cream with any dish.

SET … not stirred, these yogurts have truly indulgent and luxury spoon appeal. They can 
be enjoyed as part of a wholesome, healthy and balanced diet and each pot has mouth-
watering serving suggestions on the inner sleeve for you to enjoy.

PLUS – the natural yogurt has NO ADDED SUGAR and the 
flavoured yogurts only have 5% ADDED SUGAR – 
so they can be thoroughly enjoyed guilt free.

Greek Style Thick Set Yogurts For Retail 

If you don’t already stock them in your chiller cabinet 
contact your wholesaler or speak to us direct at 
sales@timsdairy.co.uk and dive in for the wow factor!
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The Range
Greek Style Thick Set Natural 
Bio-Live Yogurt 450g

Greek Style Thick Set Passion Fruit 
Flavoured Bio-Live Yogurt 
450g & 150g

Greek Style Thick Set Toasted 
Coconut Flavoured Bio-Live Yogurt 
450g & 150g

Why Stock SET Greek Style Yogurt?
4 Innovation in the Greek style yogurt category from a trusted family business    
 with a Greek heritage

4 Trend for healthier luxury in balanced eating – high in good fats, low in 
 sugar, no added sugar in the natural

4	 Set	flavoured	Greek	style	yogurts	are	a	unique	offering	to	the	current	yogurt	category	

4 Natural set has a milder culture which tastes sweeter, so is more satisfying without   
 any added sugar

4 Passion Fruit and Toasted Coconut only have 5% added sugar

4	 Versatility	–	all	five	yogurts	can	be	eaten	as	a	dessert,	as	a	snack,	in	recipes	as	an			 	
 ingredient, with fruit or granola, or as a healthy alternative to cream

4	 Being set on the spoon gives them a melt-in-the-mouth, creamy mouthfeel for 
 extra luxury

4	 They have a thick SET cuttable texture when the spoon goes in but are smooth and   
 luxurious when they hit the warmth of the palate

Product Plus Points
4	 A healthy, luxury alternative with great taste and a wow factor

4	 They are bio-live, made with natural ingredients and fresh British milk and cream

4	 Clear front of pack messages help to sell the product – Thick SET, No Added Sugar, 
 Only 5% Added Sugar

4	 Innovation in the Greek style category

4	 Adapted branding from the rest of Tims Dairy’s range to denote a difference in ‘style’

4	 Great shelf presence

4	 Recipes, serving suggestions and tips are on the inner sleeve of
 each pot, supported by Tims Dairy social media and website


